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The hilarious correspondence between a reluctant first-time camper and his dadThis fabulously

creative book by Caldecott Award winner Simms Taback features handmade postcards and funny

letters that readers will enjoy pulling out of their envelopes. Michael is new to sleepaway camp, and

it's not going so well. He thinks his counselor is an alien, his bunkmates are pranksters, and it's

constantly raining. So he sends his dad a series of urgent notes pleading for rescue. His dad is

quick to reply, but encourages Michael to stick it out, reminding him that he met some of his best

buddies at camp. Eventually there is a subtle change in Michael's tone - and a mention of a friend or

two. Before you know it, Michael's a happy camper who's planning a longer stay next time.Fans of

Griffin & Sabine and The Jolly Postman will delight in the artistry of this book; the incredibly detailed

cards and envelopes and amazing stamps. And they will enjoy taking part in a correspondence that

reveals a deep affection between father and child, as Michael's exaggerated pleas are answered by

his father's gentle jokes and advice. Here is a book that families and friends will enjoy together - and

there's even a classic campfire ghost story tucked into one of those envelopes!
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The idea is simple: Michael doesn't want to go to camp, but since his father had such a fun time at

camp as a kid, he's forcing Michael to go. Through postcards and letters, the reader sees Michael's

experiences and his change in attitude towards camp.While the idea may be normal, the

presentation of the story is not. The writing is minimal (backs of postcards and a few letters), the



colors are bright, and the drawings are detailed. Young readers will enjoy pulling out the letters from

the envelops and the briefness of the postcards. Older readers will enjoy the dad's humor in his

postcards that play off of Michael's complaints in the previous letter.I am glad to see this title on the

2012-2013 Bluebonnet List because I know the kids in my library will love this book. I just hope they

put the little letters back in the envelop for the next reader to enjoy.

Perfect item and fast delivery, my mistake was thinking it is a postcard booklet instead of a book for

children.

thought these would actually be individual post cards... it's a book

The book is really cute with the creativity and the pull outs with it. My 8 year-old enjoyed reading it.

Love this book!
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